MITHRIL RACING EVENT INFORMATION
HOW TO FIND US?
From M25/London: Leave M25 at Junction 10, take A3 past Guildford, take
Milford exit, and then A286 via Haslemere and Midhurst to Singleton, and then
follow signs to Goodwood Motor Circuit.
From Petworth: Take the A285 towards Chichester, after Halnaker take right
signed Motor Circuit.
From Southampton, Portsmouth, Worthing, Brighton and Worthing: Take
the A27 towards Chichester. Watch for Goodwood Motor circuit signs on
roundabout on A27 Chichester ring road.
Goodwood Motor Circuit and Aerodrome is clearly marked on most road atlases.
Once in the vicinity there are plenty of signs for Goodwood from all approaching
routes. Please be aware that we are at the Motor Circuit, not the Racecourse
(wrong sort of horsepower), and not at Goodwood House! For those using
SatNav our postcode is PO18 0PH, and the nearest named road is Claypit
Lane.
There is a map on our website www.mithrilracing.co.uk and your host should
have an emailable version of this.
Once you arrive at the Circuit entrance we usually have signs directing guests
to their meeting place. This is usually upstairs in the Old Control Tower. Turn
left just inside gates, and its 200yds ahead. Occasionally we might meet at the
Mithril Building. This is straight through the tunnel, and follow road as it bends
left. Follow this road past the Aeroclub all the way to the end. You will arrive in
our car park, and the Mithril Building has a clocktower on top.
Should you get lost or experience problems, the Mithril office number is 01243
528815, manned during normal office hours.
WHAT TO WEAR?
Firstly, we would suggest a good look at the weather forecast the day before
would be a wise move. It is a good idea to bring a coat, and hat whatever the
forecast says as the weather can be unpredictable near the coast. Goodwood
Motor Circuit is a flat venue with an airfield in the centre, so most parts are quite
exposed to the wind.

If your event has an offroad element, then some sturdy footwear is a good idea
as the Valdoe site can get quite muddy.
If you are going for a lesson in our Tiger moth biplane, then wrap up warmly! We
will lend you a flying jacket etc, but at the 70mph wind goes through rather then
round the aircraft, and your head and shoulders are outside!
Secondly, do not wear anything that is smart or valuable, ie Gucci suede jackets
etc! Cars, planes and Go Karts are oily things, and so jeans, trainers and casual
clothes are best. I would suggest just slightly smarter than you would wear to
mow the lawn! Footwear should be flat soled if possible, so no high heels!
The event will continue despite inclement weather, so it’s best to be prepared!
Don’t forget to bring a camera!

